**Best Works and Best Works Reflection**

You must have the work/project/writing or a representation of (photograph, print out of power point slide presentation, etc.)

The reflection write must be typed, **double spaced** for each of the best works.

Title each reflection **Best Works Reflection**: Center the titles

- Each of the following questions must be addressed in a well-written paragraph. Address them in the order they are asked on this paper.
- Indent new paragraphs.

1. What is this best work? What class did you create it for? What was the assignment? What were the assignment requirements? When did you write/create it? How long did you have to do it? What **process** did you go through to create it? (For example, if it is an essay, you may have prewritten, written a rough draft, had a peer or parent respond and suggest ideas for revision, rewritten the paper in final draft form.)

2. Why do you feel this paper/project is one of the best pieces you’ve created this year? You should specifically explain **what you did well** in the paper or project. What are the piece’s strengths? What is successful in this work? Why are you proud of it?

3. What are several things you **learned** through this piece/project? These can be things you learned through researching, studying, through technology use, or things you learned about yourself as a writer/thinker/learner in completing this work?

4. Rarely is a project or piece of writing perfect. How might you **still improve** this selection? In what ways could the work be expanded or extended? What might you do differently next time you create a similar assignment?